
 Game in 5 Weeks Journals 

 

You are to write one journal per day while you work or just after you have worked on your game (not the next 

day or 5 minutes into the next work period).  The journal will be signed and/or checked by your teacher on the 

very next work day at the beginning, so it already should be done when a new work period starts.  Late journals 

will not be signed/stamped. 

 

If you are absent, you must make up the work time you missed by working at school under supervision of a 

computer science teacher for 40 minutes or more continuous minutes, signing up on the clipboard on the 

teacher’s desk AND getting the supervising teacher to sign the immediately previous journal, at the very 

beginning of the work time.  You may be able to make up time by attending a class if you have an open period 

in your schedule.  You can also make an appointment with your teacher.  Tutorial is too short for making up 

time, and lunch is too short UNLESS you come within the first 5 minutes of it.  Be sure to check in with a 

teacher ahead of time, to be sure they are available to supervise you for 40 minutes continuously.  Absences 

need to be made up within three days of the absence (unless you establish a contract for making up time 

later, within this three-day window). 
 

Journal objectives: 

(a) help you reflect on what you’ve done, what you plan to do, and what issues / questions are arising 

(b) help your teacher determine how you are progressing 

(c) provide an incremental progress assessment (gets written and checked every day) 

(d) give you an organized way to suggest modifications to the game described in your proposal 

(e) Make it clear how a pair of people is dividing work; you should almost never be doing the same thing, if 

you are working efficiently.  Each person writes their own journal. 

 

Journals are written in ink and contain (at least): 

Date and Journal number (no reserving dates or numbers – this needs to be accurate) 

(1) Record of what has been done in the past work time 

 List / summary of what was done, in detail, including what tools you used (e.g. files, 

GIMP) 

 Context; how what you’ve done fits into the big picture 

(2) Record of what you plan to do in the next work time 

 List / summary of plan with enough detail so you will recall what the plan was, later 

 List of required tools / files (so you can acquire them in advance) 

(3) Questions / Issues that have occurred, and how you will deal with them 

 Questions on syntax, application of code and how you will investigate them (hint: you 

can do more than ask the teacher!) 

 Adjustments that you have to make to the originally proposed game 

 Non-functional parts that you have chosen to “skip” temporarily, coming back to them 

later 

 

Please hand write journals divided into the 3 categories, above.  Show the numbers 1, 2, and 3 in the journal.  

Journals should be > ¾ page per day in a medium-sized font, without lines being skipped.  If it is not long 

enough, it will not be stamped and will be scored as “late.”  Additionally, if each Journal is not clearly unique 

from the others or does not truly reflect what was done, it will not be accepted.  (Journals for days attended 

CANNOT be made up – there are no late passes in this project.) 


